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Dear JV Partners,

April for us, no doubt much like it has been for you, has been enormously busy. 
After the shocks of February and March we have continued to focus on being 
proactive and communicative whilst executing on advice to protect clients 
positions. Some of this advice is outlined below in the following discussion points, 
however this has been tailored to each clients personal circumstances. Our 
Communications Plan has also included multiple Forums for Wealth Management 
& Investment Advice, SMSF Trustees and Business Owners and these Forum / 
Webinars have been well attended, in some cases by over 100 people.

Although business conditions in the advice space remain fluid and difficult for many of us, Prime are focussed 
on maintaining 100% of our team, exceeding client expectations and positively starting to plan a return to office 
program, with the priority being team, client and JV Partner personal safety and health.

We are incredibly proud of the hard work and resilience of the Prime team and the way that we continue to support 
each other and clients, your continuing support in same has also been invaluable.

We remain optimistic but realistic as to what lays ahead of us and the persistence with which we must approach the 
challenges to come.

If there is more we can do, let us know, we would love to hear from you and support you and your clients in as many 
ways as possible.

Please continue to stay safe.

All the best.

Simon Madder 
Managing Director & CEO 
Prime Financial Group Ltd

MESSAGE FROM CEO
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Recent Investment Recommendations

As part of keeping you up to date on the recommendations that we are 
discussing with clients, which have been personalised and tailored to 
their specific circumstances through a personalised ‘Record of Advice’ 
(RoA), please find below a summary.

It is important to note that this is not specific advice to you but a summary 
of the main themes and some of the underlying investments that have 
changed or been recently recommended. As each piece of advice is 
tailored to every client, not all of these recommendations will be or have 
been applied to clients in the same proportions.

Woodside Petroleum (WPL)

In April PRIME recommended clients SELL WPL following the recent collapse in oil prices to <$20/barrel.

Though WPL is extremely well positioned on the cost-curve, we believe cashflows will be decimated by the fall in oil 
prices and the explosion in supply following huge drops in oil demand from both the airline industry and automobile 
use.

Regis Healthcare (REG)

At the same time, we advised clients to exit positions in REG following a difficult few years which culminated in the 
ongoing Royal Commission into Aged Care.

REG has struggled under changes to government remuneration rates and falling occupancy rates, the last of which 
has become more acute in recent months with the onset of COVID-19.

REG currently looks unlikely to deliver material profit growth for the next few years and with occupancy struggling, 
cashflows look tight relative to their balance sheet gearing of 3x. 

Afterpay (APT)

Having recommend APT exactly 2 years ago at around $6/share, PRIME advised clients to TAKE PROFIT in APT 
stock.

APT remains a much-loved stock across the client base and we remain very positive on the business model 
in years to come. However, in light of the market selloff APT stock rebounded quicker and further than we had 
expected following its recent trading update.

We think the current COVID-19 economic impact will be material in its effect on APT, slowing customer growth in 
key developed markets and potentially raising non-performing loan issues.

We took this opportunity to exit at around $26/share.

L1 Capital (LSF)

L1 Capital has been disappointing since listing in April 2018 with the unit price trading at a material discount to Net 
Tangible Asset (NTA) value for much of this time.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT – 
ADVICE, CLIENT SERVICE AND EXPERIENCE
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Many of LSFs underlying investments are exposed to pockets of the market we prefer to invest away from in the 
current climate with highly levered, deep value companies of particular concern for us in the next 12 months. We 
advised clients to raise cash levels using LSF as a source for cash here.

Origin Energy (ORG)

The deterioration in oil prices as the coronavirus worsens the already subdued demand outlook along with oil 
producers failing to universally agree to production cuts is a negative for ORG given its contracted LNG prices are 
based on oil prices.

Whilst ORG has less debt than it did during the oil price crash in 2016 its balance sheet remains highly geared with 
net debt of $5.6b.

Our prevailing view is that oil remain low in the medium term which would compromise ORGs dividend distribution 
so we recommended clients sell down ORG holdings.

AGL Energy (AGL)

Prime also advised clients holding AGL to exit holdings as wholesale electricity prices fell faster than expected as 
cheaper gas reduced the cost to run gas-fired power stations.

Weaker wholesale electricity prices will continue to negatively impact AGLs revenues and we believe the turnaround 
in gas prices will take some time to play out.

Whilst ORG has less debt than it did during the oil price crash in 2016 its balance sheet remains highly geared with 
net debt of $5.6b.

Boral Limited (BLD)

Prime purchased BLD in April last year to gain exposure to the US housing market and in the belief that the sum of 
its assets was worth significantly more to a potential acquiror should management change.

Whilst we believe the change in CEO slated for September this year is a step in the right direction for the company, 
we believe the outbreak of COVID-19 will likely see a significant slowing in end market demand for BLD products 
both locally and in the United States.

BLDs net debt hovers at around $2.5bn which we believe is excessive and we advised investors to sell given our 
view the company may need to raise equity in the near future.

BWX Limited (BWX)

We sold down our remaining holding in BWX which we believe appears fully valued at current levels.

In a slowing consumer environment we question the forward 10% revenue growth rate forecast by analysts for 2021 
and 2022 and hence concern ourselves that the current 22x June 2021 P/E might be too excessive for a business 
with slowing top-line growth.

Reliance Worldwide (RWC)

We also recommended clients sell Reliance Worldwide (RWC.) RWC is a well-run company with solid growth from 
the Sharkbite push-to-connect plumbing fitting, however the acquisition of UK plumbing supplies group John Guest 
for $1.2bn in May 2018 has increased its exposure to the slowing UK and European economy and to the potential 
for disappointing demand there.
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RWC is less geared than its peers but still carries $350m in net debt (1.5x EBITDA) following the John Guest deal 
and we believe the likely impact on demand from COVID-19 will lead to further earnings downgrades.

Coles Group (COL)

Prime recommended a new BUY to clients in April in Coles Group (COL) which reflects our desire to insulate 
portfolios from economic uncertainty and volatility in the near term.

COL is predominantly a food & liquor retailer and not distracted by underperforming discretionary retail divisions nor 
hotels and gaming – 90% of earnings come from food and the remainder come from liquor and convenience.

COL has seen improving sales numbers over the past two quarters and its sales strategy appears to have settled 
with less focus on value, where Aldi dominates, and more focus on improving its range including higher-end private 
label (higher margin).

COL offers a 4% full-franked dividend yield for the June 2021 year and trades just under 22x earnings which we feel 
is attractive given its relative earnings certainty.

Dalton Street Capital Absolute Return Fund (ETL0469AU/DSC01)

Finally, we recommended clients exit Dalton St Capital Absolute Return Fund following a sustained period of poor 
performance.

Dalton St is an alternative trading strategy that seeks to deliver absolute returns with low correlation to traditional 
asset classes, however was unable to capitalize on the market volatility we witnessed pin in the last two months.

This information has been prepared by Primestock Securities Ltd AFSL 239180 (“Prime”). Prime accepts no obligation to correct or update 
the information or opinions in it. This information does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on this 
information, you should consider whether it is appropriate to your situation. It is recommended that you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice 
before making any financial investment decision. Prime is bound by the Australian Privacy Principles for the handling of personal information.

Corporate Actions & Updates

As part of keeping you up to date on the communications that we are 
discussing with clients, please click below for the most recent notes we 
sent out.

2020.04.28

Further Upgrading Equity Portfolios: https://bit.ly/3bL8RiO

2020.04.17

Oil Search (OSH) Non Renounceable Rights: https://bit.ly/3cn3ZjR

2020.04.09

AMP WAPF Restriction on Redemptions Update: https://bit.ly/2RnPSTi

2020.04.08

Webjet (WEB) Non Renounaceable Rights Issue – Apr 2020: https://bit.ly/2RnsZPQ
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COVID-19 Early Release of Super

If you have been financially affected by COVID-19, you may be able 
to access some of your superannuation early.

Many will argue that this should be a last resort for two reasons:
• If you don’t have sufficient cash to cover the payment you may be 

disposing of assets in a time where their value has significantly 
dipped; and

• A withdrawal now by somebody with a long time to retirement 
can have a significant impact on the super balance once they 
actually reach retirement.

Eligible citizens and permanent residents of Australia or New Zealand can apply for up to $10,000 in 2019–20 and 
up to a further $10,000 in 2020–21.

Eligible temporary residents are able to apply once to access up to $10,000 of super in 2019–20.

To be eligible for early release of super, a citizen or permanent resident of Australia and New Zealand must be in 
one of the following circumstances:

• You are unemployed.
• You are eligible to receive one of the following

• jobseeker payment
• youth allowance for jobseekers (unless you are undertaking full-time study or are a new apprentice)
• parenting payment (which includes the single and partnered payments)
• special benefit
• farm household allowance.

• On or after 1 January 2020 either
• you were made redundant
• your working hours were reduced by 20% or more (including to zero)
• you were a sole trader and your business was suspended or there was a reduction in turnover of 

20% or more.

Temporary residents

To be eligible for early release of super, temporary residents must be in one of the following circumstances:
• You hold a student visa that you have held for 12 months or more and you are unable to meet immediate 

living expenses.
• You are a temporary skilled work visa holder, your working hours have reduced to zero and you remain 

engaged with your employer.
• You are a temporary resident visa holder (excluding student or skilled worker visas) and you cannot meet 

immediate living expenses.

Applications can be submitted online through myGov:
• until 30 June 2020 for the 2019–20 year
• between 1 July 2020 and 24 September 2020, for the 2020–21 year.

You will not need to pay tax on amounts released and will not need to include these amounts in your tax which 
means you obtain the full $10,000 benefit.

Given over 800,000 Australians have already made applications, it would suggest the ATO’s relief was a successful 
initiative.
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EVENTS

Wealth Management & SMSF Forum – 
Session 5

We will be hosting a fifth forum on Wednesday 13th May at 9.30am – 
10.30am AEST.

During this session we will have Jonathan Bayes – CIO for Prime and 
Olivia Long – Head of Prime SMSF cover the current market position, 
Prime’s portfolio position and action items for SMSF trustees.

We would like to invite you to join this session and please encourage your 
clients who you feel would benefit from this forum to join too via the link below.

Register: https://primefinancial.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_IDHYIR-qSsaoL2-rQg3Jeg

Wealth Management & SMSF Forum – 
Sessions

If you’d like to view past sessions of the forum, please click below to view.

View Sessions: https://www.primefinancial.com.au/blog/covid-19-and-
your-super-forum/#sessions

Business Owners Strategy Forum – Sessions

We’ve had 7 successful forums in the last 7 weeks, covering the 
JobKeeper Payment, business strategies and more. Click below to view 
the sessions.

View Sessions: https://www.primefinancial.com.au/blog/covid-19-
business-owners-strategy-forum/#sessions
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ACCOUNTING SUPPORT

EOFY Research & Development Tax Incentive 
Opportunity: Countdown to 30 June 2020

It’s that time of year again! With the End of Financial Year rapidly 
approaching there are several things to consider when claiming 
the Research & Development (R&D) tax incentive which we have 
outlined below.

R&D tax incentive claims for the current year ended 30 June 2020 can be 
lodged anytime from 1 July 2020. Getting organised early and accessing 
the government’s 43.5% R&D tax incentive cash rebate could provide a vital form of funding to assist your business 
get past the current COVID-19 situation.

If you can’t wait until after 1 July 2020 there may be an ability to obtain R&D finance now to enable you draw 
down up to 80% of what you have already spent this year on eligible R&D activities. Prime are able to provide an 
introduction to relevant R&D finance providers and assist with the application process

Overseas R&D Activities

If you have conducted R&D activities overseas during the current 2019-2020 financial year, you must lodge an 
application by 30 June to have your overseas activities assessed and potentially approved.

Claims for R&D activities undertaken overseas must be registered and approved by AusIndustry’s Innovation 
Board, resulting in an ‘Overseas Finding’. Please note, specific criteria are required to be met in order to claim costs 
incurred on overseas activities.

Prime are available to help take care of all the details and submit an application, however this must happen prior to 
30 June. So please contact us now.

Prepaid R&D

If you plan to engage contractors to provide R&D services that will be completed in the next 12 months, ensure that 
you have received the invoice or signed contract prior to 30 June.

Recording this as an accounts payable or accrued expense before the end of the financial year allows you to 
legitimately claim the expense for this financial year.

Payments to Associates

Payments to associates need to be made by 30 June.

Associates may include shareholders of the company, company directors, and related legal entities such as Trusts. 
If amounts incurred to associates are not paid prior to 30 June they can be either:

carried forward and claimed as under the R&D tax incentive in a future year when paid; or

claimed as an income tax deduction under the normal tax provisions in the year they are incurred, and the R&D tax 
incentive forgone.

Prime’s R&D specialists are here to advise you regarding the application of the associate rules to your specific 
circumstances, however we need to act quickly.
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Documentation to support R&D claims

We understand that AusIndustry and ATO review activity will continue to increase over the next 12 months.

The End of the Financial Year is an important time for companies to ensure they have the necessary documentation 
to support their R&D Tax Incentive claims.

If claims are reviewed, companies must substantiate to AusIndustry and/or the ATO that:
• the registered activities occurred; and
• the registered activities were in accordance with the R&D Tax legislation.

Key focus areas are likely to include the following:

• documentation and explanation of the process companies undertook prior to conducting R&D activities to 
determine that the knowledge sought to be generated was new, and unable to be determined in advance;

• ensuring registered activities reasonably relate to core and supporting R&D activities, not activities outside 
the scope of the R&D Tax Incentive criteria such as business as usual activities;

• maintenance of records available to substantiate R&D expenditure, including:
• Accurate determination of R&D hours for employees;
• Detailed records establishing the nexus between other R&D expenditure with the registered activities; and
• Ensuring the base of any apportionment reflects the extent to which the expenditure has been incurred on 

R&D activities.

Additional information on R&D Tax Incentive documentation requirements is available below:

• ATO Industry Guidance: www.business.gov.au/Grants-and-Programs/Research-and-Development-Tax-
Incentive/Help-guides-and-resources

• ATO Guidance: www.ato.gov.au/Business/Research-and-development-tax-incentive/In-detail/Guides/
Keeping-records-and-calculating-your-notional-deductions

To discuss further on how we can best assist you, please contact:

• Matt Murphy – mattm@primefinancial.com.au
• Brendan Brown – brendanb@primefinancial.com.au
• Simone Quin – simoneq@primefinancial.com.au
• John Driscoll – johnd@primefinancial.com.au
• Sean Fincham – seanf@primefinancial.com.au

Business Support Fund – VIC

The Victorian Government recently launched the $500 million 
Business Support Fund to help small businesses survive the 
impacts of COVID-19. Please click the read more link below which 
guides you through the following:

• Potential value of grant
• How funding can be used
• Eligibility
• Evidence of eligibility and compliance
• How to apply

Applications close on Monday 1 June 2020.  
Read more: www.business.vic.gov.au/support-for-your-business/grants-and-assistance/business-support-fund
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CAPITAL

Sale of Revolution Software Services to 
Toyota

Prime Financial Group’s Capital division is delighted to have advised the 
shareholders of Revolution Software Services (Revolution), a leading 
Australian provider of Dealer Management Systems (DMS) on their sale 
to Toyota Motor Corporation Australia (TMCA).

Founded in the 1990’s, Revolution’s best of breed DMS product serves 
the Automotive, Marine & Motorcycle industries throughout Australia and 
New Zealand.

Revolution has been a trusted partner of TMCA since 2008. As a standalone business unit, under the TMCA 
umbrella, Revolution will be able to continue to provide its cutting-edge services to both the TMCA network and 
external customers.

Anthony Nadalini & Mark Liddle, Founders of Revolution – we cannot speak highly enough of the work of the Prime 
Capital team. The team’s guidance in negotiating a complex transaction, in a respectful manner, with one of our 
largest clients was commercial, practical and effective. We are very grateful for their work.

To read the press release: www.pressroom.com.au/press_release_detail.
asp?clientID=2&prID=45579&navSectionID=2

The information in this article contains general advice and is provided by Primestock Wealth Management Pty Ltd (Primestock Wealth) AFSL No. 
240277. This advice has been prepared without taking your personal objectives, financial situation or needs into account. Before acting on this 
general advice, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs.

SMSF

Lest we forget about your SMSF clients

There’s not doubt we’re all distracted with critical business services 
work at present.

Many of us have more work than we have time or resources to deal with 
it, but don’t let that be an excuse to forget about maximising year-end 
strategic planning for your SMSF clients.

Remember – these form the perfect opportunity to introduce Prime’s 
Wealth Advisers to your SMSF clients.

Recontributing pension withdrawals

Consider your clients who have already satisfied their pension minimums for the year that may not need the money. 
Are they eligible to contribute to their SMSF and if so, make contact with them so they can act on this prior to 30 
June.
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Account Based Pension Commutations

As the government has reduced the minimum pension requirement by 50%, any excess taken over the minimum 
should be considered for a Lump Sum Withdrawal instead of a being treated as a pension payment. This will aid in 
creating room in the Transfer Balance Cap should it be needed in the future.

Contribution Splitting

If you haven’t looked at it already for clients that don’t meet a condition of release, it’s not too late to consider 
contribution splitting between spouses for the contributions made in the 2019 financial year. Rebalancing spouses 
accounts early between each other can really aid in the maximization of the $1.6 million cap for each member

Maximinising non-concessional contribution caps

Not all clients are going to impacted by Covid-19 and there may be clients that have surplus funds they can get into 
super. Ensure you continue to ask the question of your clients without assuming everyone is suffering.

Co-contributions

For low income earners let’s not forget the opportunity to access the Government co-contribution.

There are two co-contribution income thresholds:

a lower threshold ($38,564 for 2019–20)

a higher threshold ($53,564 for 2019–20).

If a total income is equal to or less than the lower threshold and a client makes a personal contribution of $1,000 to 
their super account, they will receive the maximum co-contribution of $500.

SMSF fund expenses

For members in the accumulation phase, it is important that any expenses are actually incurred or paid before 30 
June to be deductible in the current financial year. 

Death Benefit Nominations

Ensure these are up-to-date and more importantly valid. Binding nominations need two independent witness 
signatures who are not a named beneficiary.

Early access to super

With over 800,000 Australians already registering for early access to their super this access is now live via MyGov.

Eligible citizens and permanent residents of Australia or New Zealand can apply for up to $10,000 in 2019–20 and 
up to a further $10,000 in 2020–21.Eligible temporary residents are able to apply once to access up to $10,000 of 
super in 2019–20.

To be eligible for early release of super, a citizen or permanent resident of Australia and New Zealand must be in 
one of the following circumstances:

• They are unemployed.
• They are eligible to receive one of the following

• jobseeker payment
• youth allowance for jobseekers (unless you are undertaking full-time study or are a new apprentice)
• parenting payment (which includes the single and partnered payments)
• special benefit
• farm household allowance.
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The information in this document contains general advice and is provided by Primestock Securities Ltd ABN 67 089 676 068, AFSL 239180 
(‘Prime’). That advice has been prepared without taking your personal objectives, financial situation or needs into account. Before acting on 
this general advice, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs. 
You should obtain and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) before making any decision to acquire any financial product referred to 
in this document. Please refer to the FSG (https://www.primefinancial.com.au/fsg) for contact information and information about remuneration 
and associations with product issuers. This information should not be relied upon as a substitute for professional advice, and we encourage 
you to seek specific advice from your professional adviser before making a decision on the matters discussed in this document. Information 
in this document is current at the date of this document, and we have no obligation to update or revise it as a result of any change in events, 
circumstances or conditions upon which it is based.
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• On or after 1 January 2020 either
• they were made redundant
• their working hours were reduced by 20% or more (including to zero)
• they were a sole trader and their business was suspended or there was a reduction in turnover of 

20% or more.

Temporary residents

To be eligible for early release of super, temporary residents must be in one of the following circumstances:
• They hold a student visa that you have held for 12 months or more and they are unable to meet immediate 

living expenses.
• They are a temporary skilled work visa holder, their working hours have reduced to zero and they remain 

engaged with their employer.
• They are a temporary resident visa holder (excluding student or skilled worker visas) and they cannot meet 

immediate living expenses.

Applications can be submitted online through myGov:
• until 30 June 2020 for the 2019–20 year
• between 1 July 2020 and 24 September 2020, for the 2020–21 year.

Remember there is no tax payable on amounts released and these amounts to not need to be included in tax 
returns.

Extended deadline to 30 June 2020

You would have noticed the ATO have a blanket extension to 30 June. A reminder the Prime SMSF team are happy 
to help with any overflow assistance needed between now and then to assist with any of the above strategies for 
your clients.

For further information, please contact Olivia Long.


